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Working party remit
The objective of this working party was to create a guideline for the diagnosis of fibromyalgia syndrome
(FMS), particularly for clinicians who regularly encounter chronic pain presentations in their clinical practice.
The guideline further aims to facilitate up to date understanding about this condition amongst clinicians and
to provide tools allowing satisfactory patient information, leading to earlier diagnosis and better care. It is
recognised that research in this field is rapidly advancing; this document reflects the best understanding in
the UK currently (August 2021).

What the guideline covers







A brief overview of the current pathophysiological evidence in FMS
The diagnosis of FMS in the community and non-specialist setting
How to approach screening for other conditions
When a diagnosis is uncertain
Diagnosis in surgical practice
Patient and clinician information about FMS

Guideline Development Group
The multiprofessional Guideline Development Group (GDG) included representation from patients and
carers of those with FMS, together with a wide range of stakeholders and professionals involved in the
diagnosis and management of people with FMS.
GDG representation included those in community, secondary and tertiary care and those in academia. Some
members of the GDG represented royal colleges or professional bodies.
The GDG engaged in preparatory work to define the scope of the document and met on one occasion.
Further work and consultation were completed via telephone, email and virtually (partly determined by the
COVID-19 outbreak).
The Royal College of Physicians provided a meeting room and refreshments. The Pain Relief Foundation
supported the meeting with a restricted grant and booked travel and accommodation for those members of
the GDG who needed it.
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Dr Cathryn Edwards was appointed as RCP registrar in May 2021 and supported the review and final publication of the guidelines.

Administration
Hayley McCullough, Pain Research Institute, University of Liverpool.

Drafting the report
Dr Andreas Goebel (guideline lead and co-chair) and Dr Chris Barker (co-chair) were responsible for drafting
the guideline. The members of the GDG contributed to the progress of the draft through various iterations.
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their time, insight and experience to the development of these guidelines.
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Stakeholder organisations
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Pain Nurse Network
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Methodology and guideline
development process
The guidelines have been developed in accordance with the principles of the AGREE collaboration:

Scope and purpose
Overall objective of the guidelines
To inform clinicians who regularly encounter people with widespread persistent pain in their clinical
practice, about:
i) Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS)
ii) FMS recognition
iii) FMS diagnosis
iv) Recognition of differentials and multiple health conditions
The guideline also aims to provide easily digestible material to use in a consultation, both for the clinician
and patient.

The patient group covered
Adults (16 years and over) with symptoms indicative of FMS.

Target audience
 Clinicians
 Patients and carers
 Healthcare providers

Clinical areas covered







Aetiology of FMS
Assessment of pain
Factors raising the probability of FMS
Making a diagnosis of FMS
Considering and screening for alternate or concomitant diagnoses
Communicating knowledge around FMS

Stakeholder involvement
The GDG
The Guideline Development Group consisted of a multiprofessional group of patient/family representatives,
primary, secondary and tertiary care clinicians, and academics.

Consultation
Members of the GDG circulated draft versions for comment to the organisations they represented; the GDG
additionally invited a UK FMS patient organisation to comment, as well as additional clinicians and
academics with significant involvement in the development of international guidelines for the management
of FMS or in evidence-based medicine.
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Funding and support
Central publishing and design support, a meeting room and general guideline development expertise was
provided by the RCP. The Pain Relief Foundation provided a grant to cover travel and overnight
accommodation expenses, administrative support pre-/post-meeting and other development costs.

Editorial independence
All members of the GDG declared any conflicts of interest.

Rigour of development
Evidence gathering
A formal systematic review was not undertaken for these guidelines as this was not considered suitable for
the purpose (following the rationale outlined in Appendix 1 of Spasticity in adults: management using
botulinum toxin) with two exceptions i) a systematic review on FMS diagnostic criteria was undertaken (See
Appendix 3), and ii) a systematic review on perioperative management of FMS, and surgical outcomes in
patients with FMS was initiated (see Section 3 for details).

Review process
Evidence emerging from pertinent literature searches by GDG members was evaluated by the guideline lead
and other members of the GDG using the National Service Framework (NSF) for Long Term Conditions
typology.

Links between evidence and recommendations
NSF typology was used to describe and grade the evidence for each recommendation, and associated
referenced articles (See Appendices 1 and 2)

Piloting and peer review
The penultimate draft of the guidelines were circulated to the endorsing/collaborating organisations.
Feedback was considered and used to create the final guidance.

Quick reference resources
Single page information sheets for clinicians and patients/carers are included in Appendix 4 and also
available to download separately from www.rcp.ac.uk/fibromyalgia-guidelines

Review date
These guidelines will be reviewed in 2027.
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Foreword
Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) is common, with a worldwide prevalence of 2%.1 Its nature has historically
sometimes been misunderstood, or the condition even thought of as ‘not real’. Recent research has
revealed important evidence for changes in central and peripheral nervous system functions and
immunological activity. The International Classification of Diseases most recent iteration (ICD-11)
includes fibromyalgia as a ‘third level diagnosis’ under the grouping MG30.01 – chronic widespread pain,
which is a subgroup of chronic primary pain2 (SNOMED code 203082005, Read code X75rx).
The diagnosis of FMS can be challenging; there are no known clinical laboratory investigations to
confirm or refute its presence. Symptoms are commonly multiple, can fluctuate and may not easily sit
within established medical diagnostic categories. It can often be difficult for patients to articulate their
array of symptoms, and for both patients and healthcare professionals to fully make sense of the
complexities of the condition. Due to these factors, patients may be diagnosed inaccurately with
alternative conditions, only receive an FMS diagnosis after years of delay, or sometimes be inaccurately
diagnosed with FMS.
These guidelines aim to support clinicians in the diagnosis of FMS. They are not intended to summarise
the management of FMS or treatment pathways – other evidence-based guidelines are available to
cover these areas. However, notably where conducted well, a consultation that leads to a diagnosis can
have therapeutic and reassuring effects which should not be underestimated. These guidelines aim to
provide succinct, relevant information for patients, relatives/carers and clinicians about what FMS is,
and what it is not. The hope is that through better understanding, awareness of FMS will increase,
enabling timely diagnosis and management.
The Guideline Development Group (GDG) took a pragmatic approach to evaluating the evidence.
Literature searching, review and appraisal were conducted by expert GDG members familiar with
pertinent outputs, and the evidence was assessed using National Service Framework (NSF) for Long
Term conditions typology.3 Published diagnostic criteria for FMS, and evidence about perioperative care
were systematically reviewed (see Appendices 1–3).
These guidelines are especially for patient-facing clinicians who are specialists in areas other than
complex pain conditions. They neither aim to dictate the setting in which FMS should be diagnosed, nor
who should make the diagnosis. Traditionally, rheumatologists have been involved in diagnosis,
however, there is no need for this to be the case. Any diagnostician (eg GP or physiotherapist) is wellplaced to consider a diagnosis of FMS. It is self-evident that such clinicians should not only understand
how to interpret the diagnostic criteria, but also recognise when the pattern of symptoms suggests
relevant coexisting or alternate medical pathology; this should not however preclude the appropriate
diagnosis of FMS even when such conditions coexist.
The science of fibromyalgia is a rapidly developing landscape, and it can be challenging to keep a
guideline current in such environments. It is hoped that this publication provides a foundation for best
current practice; further iterations will be necessary as evidence develops.

Dr Andreas Goebel, guideline lead and co-chair of the GDG
Dr Chris Barker, co-chair of the GDG
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Executive summary
This diagnostic guideline aims to support clinicians when considering a diagnosis of fibromyalgia syndrome
(FMS). In both highlighting potential symptoms that may indicate a diagnosis and guiding the clinician to
interpret symptoms accurately, it is hoped this guideline will contribute to more timely diagnosis.

Be alert!
FMS symptoms are common and
wide-ranging. When such
symptoms are described, be
curious and try to explore the
presence of any other FMSrelated symptoms.

Know pain types
All pains are painful! Not all pains mean damage or disease. Spending time understanding this can help
choose the correct treatment or procedure. It may also prevent unnecessary treatments from taking place.
FMS pain is ‘nociplastic’.

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Know how to exclude other conditions
FMS is not a diagnosis
of exclusion. Other
conditions can present
with some symptoms
similar to FMS. FMS
can also coexist with
other established
medical conditions (eg
rheumatoid arthritis,
depression etc.)
The diagnostician’s role
will be to navigate
these symptoms and
investigate where
appropriate.

Use diagnostic criteria
The American College of Rheumatologists (ACR) 2016 diagnostic criteria can help clinicians decide
more accurately whether to diagnose FMS.
Fig 4 has more information on the ACR diagnostic criteria and a scoring tool for calculating pain using
a widespread pain index and symptom severity scale.

Share resources and refer for uncertainties
Many evidence-based resources exist to help make sense of FMS symptoms. Know where and how
to access these (see Appendix 5). They can also be used in the consultation to inform discussion and
start conversation regarding constructing a management plan.
FMS symptoms may be equivocal, especially in the presence of multiple health conditions or when
other conditions are considered diagnostically. Know when and where to refer for help.

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Section 1: Fibromyalgia syndrome
1.1 What is fibromyalgia syndrome?
Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) is a condition characterised by persistent and widespread pain that is
associated with intrusive fatigue, sleep disturbance, impaired cognitive and physical function and
psychological distress. It is classified in the International Classification of Diseases ICD-11 as Chronic
Primary Pain.2* FMS has previously been called fibrositis, or fibromyositis. It has long been accepted
that these names are inaccurate as they imply inflammatory activity within muscle as the primary
cause of pain. Advances in research have shown that the predominant mechanism for pain is
changes in pain processing that occur within the nervous system.4

1.2 What FMS is not
FMS is not5,6
 a condition caused by a tendency to experience psychological distress as pain (‘somatisation’)
 driven by inflammation within muscles and/or joints
 a reflection of poor coping†
 a maladaptive reaction to trauma or distress
 deconditioning or poor fitness
 ‘all in the head’.

1.3 Current evidence regarding the aetiology of FMS
Central nervous system sensitisation
Although the precise cause of FMS remains unknown, the central issue is proposed to be abnormal
pain processing within the nervous system.7 Pain processing is complex and multiple components of
the nervous system are involved. The exact mechanisms are unclear. Functional MR brain imaging
studies comparing healthy individuals to those with FMS have shown similarity in pain-related brain
activity; differences however occur in response to pressure-pain thresholds. Those with FMS
experience pain from innocuous pressure and this is reflected in increased pain-related activity in
the brain.8 Hypersensitivity (termed ‘central and peripheral sensitisation’) of the nervous system to
external stimuli can explain many of the sensory symptoms associated with FMS.

Peripheral nervous system sensitisation
Recent studies have also shown that the peripheral nervous system may be affected in FMS,
including as a result of immune effects,9 although to date the number of available studies that have
investigated this is relatively small. Small pain nerve fibres in FMS display abnormal electrical
signalling to standard stimuli10 and often their number in the skin is reduced.11

Distress
There is good evidence that experiencing a stressful life-course or life events such as major physical
or psychological trauma, increases the risk of developing FMS. The mechanisms by which severe

*

Chronic primary pain is pain in one or more anatomic regions that persists or recurs for longer than 3 months and is
associated with significant emotional distress or significant functional disability (interference with activities of daily life
and participation in social roles) and that cannot be better explained by another chronic pain condition.
† FMS is sometimes compounded by poor pain management skills requiring appropriate treatment (see Section 2.5 on
clinical management).

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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distress triggers persistent symptoms are as yet unknown. However, while this may be important for
some patients, many develop FMS without experiencing such triggers.12

Genetics
FMS can run in families and it is likely that variants of people’s genetic information increase the risk
of developing the condition.13

1.4 The biopsychosocial assessment of pain
The term ‘biopsychosocial’14 refers to the understanding of biological, psychological, and social
manifestations of a condition (in this case, pain) and their interactions. Given the multidimensional
nature of pain, it has been recognised in many guidelines and publications that the full assessment
of pain requires a biopsychosocial approach.15 To accomplish this, a knowledge of these key areas
and allowing sufficient time to conduct such an assessment are required. The Faculty of Pain
Medicine has produced further guidance on conducting quality consultations.

Fig 1. Biopsychosocial factors

Biological
Within the context of pain this is often considered to mean understanding diagnoses, disease
processes or other biological functions that are responsible for the sensory elements of pain. This
could mean for example, inflammation in an injured joint or altered neurological function in the
peripheral or central nervous systems.

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Psychological
There are many descriptions of how the human brain applies meaning to the sensory information it
receives. Thoughts, feelings and previous experiences all influence the resultant sensory experience
and, by the same token, unpleasant sensory input such as nociception‡ will affect these
psychological parameters.

Social
The social manifestations of pain are concerned with an individual’s interactions with their family,
social circle, work and wider society. For example, appropriate support from family and others can
improve coping, reduce stress and enhance concordance with medical regimens.16 The experience of
environmental stress can change the sensory biology, rendering peripheral nerves abnormally active
and change the paths in which central neurons communicate with each other (central neuronal
plasticity).17 Patients often report that they have changed their social interactions due to their pain.

‡

Nociception: the neuronal processing of actually or potentially harmful stimuli; this is distinct from ‘pain’, which is the
brain’s conscious perception of such stimuli.

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Section 2: The FMS diagnostic
consultation
2.1 What factors should alert for the presence of FMS in the
clinical consultation?
Certain key elements exist, which should alert the clinician (Box 1). In short consultations the
opportunity for exploring wider information is limited, however, a brief enquiry about any of the
following is informative:

Widespread pain: pain in multiple regions of the body
Patients with FMS may not report widespread pain and when asked about it may only report focal
pain.18 It is therefore important to directly ask about the presence of pain elsewhere in the body
(see Fig 4). There may be several reasons why patients do not describe widespread pain. It can be
challenging to make sense of it. Patients may report their current most prominent regional pain. Or
they may report regional pain which appears to make sense, such as back pain in the region of a
known ‘slipped disc’.
Recurrent consultations about regional pains may additionally hint at the presence of widespread
pain.18
The use of a body chart either electronically or on paper can be useful in further understanding pain
distribution (Fig 4).

Intrusive fatigue
This includes physical (reduced energy or exhaustion), cognitive (inability to concentrate, poor recall,
‘fibro-fog’) and emotional (reduced motivation) fatigue. These variants may be experienced
simultaneously.19

Hypersensitivities
Increased sensitivity to sound, light or fluctuations in ambient temperature can represent changes in
peripheral or central nervous system sensory processing.
Widespread tenderness on clinical examination and report of disproportional pain during or
following hands-on physiotherapy may indicate abnormal mechanical hypersensitivity.

Longevity of symptoms
Pain that has been present or recurrent for longer than 3 months is considered ‘chronic’§ or
‘persistent’. This definition is well recognised internationally. It is consistent with normal tissue
healing usually taking place within this time, but note FMS frequently arises without any tissue
injury.

§

‘Chronic’ as used here does not relate to symptom severity.

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Ineffective treatments so far
Drug treatments for chronic primary pain are often ineffective,** both in clinical trials and in the lived
experience of those with FMS.20
Rehabilitation focusing solely on manual therapy, including mobilisation or soft tissue techniques
(for example massage) or vigorous exercises can be ineffective and may even increase pain.21,22
Poor effect from pain medication and standard rehabilitative approaches can suggest that abnormal
pain processing in the nervous system predominates, as opposed to structural, inflammatory, or
psychological mechanisms.

Feeling overwhelmed (patients)
Multiple symptoms23 and their consequences such as disability and/or distress can be difficult to
understand and may lead to a patient feeling overwhelmed. This can be articulated in many ways.
Clinicians should be mindful that such a complex presentation may represent FMS.

Feeling overwhelmed (clinicians)
Healthcare professionals often reflect on the interaction between themselves and their patient and
how it makes them feel. It is not unusual for consultations to invoke feelings of being overwhelmed,
even for the most experienced clinician. This can also be useful information in itself and point
towards FMS.††
A two-question screening tool for use in consultations has been developed to identify those at risk of
either developing or having complex pain such as FMS.‡‡

**

Some pain medications can be effective for weeks or months before tolerance develops and they become ineffective.
Massages can sometimes be effective for short periods of time (minutes or hours), although vigorous exercise typically
increases pain (for details see Section 2.5 Clinical management).
†† These are examples of symptoms that are commonly reported. Each of these symptoms can also suggest other
diagnoses or the need for further investigation. In FMS the following symptoms can occur concomitantly: pain in upper
abdomen, constipation, depression, insomnia, dizziness, numbness/tingling, pain/cramps in abdomen, headache, muscle
weakness, thinking or remembering problems, fatigue/tiredness, muscle pain, nausea, nervousness, chest pain, blurred
vision, fever, diarrhoea, dry mouth, itching, wheezing, hives/welts, ringing in ear, vomiting, heartburn, oral ulcers,
loss/change in taste, seizures, dry eyes, shortness of breath, loss of appetite, rash, sun sensitivity, hearing difficulties,
easy bruising, hair loss, frequent urination, painful urination, bladder spasms.23
‡‡ Ask2Questions:
1 Over the past 2 weeks has your pain been bad enough to interfere with your day-to-day activities?
2 Over the past 2 weeks have you felt worried or low in mood because of this pain?

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Fig 2. Fibromyalgia syndrome alert factors

Box 1. FMS alert factors
Recommendation
Clinicians should be alert to the possible presence of fibromyalgia syndrome if
the following factors occur either in isolation or in combination:

Evidence

Widespread pain (although only regional pain may be reported)23,24,26,27

E1+E2, RA

Poor refreshment from sleep

Pain longevity

E1+E2, RA

24,28,29

E1+E2, RB

23,24,25,26

E1+E2, RA

Hypersensitivities
Intrusive fatigue

23,24,25

23,24,25

E1+E2, RA

Ineffective treatments so far

E2

Feeling overwhelmed (patients)

E2

Feeling overwhelmed (clinicians)

E2

Poor concentration and poor short-term memory

E2

Key for evidence evaluation: E1=user or carer opinion; E2=professional or stakeholder opinion; RA/RB/RC=research grading
based on published evidence. For details see Appendix 1.

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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Box 2: Conceptual shift from regional pain
Recommendation

Evidence

Healthcare professionals should be aware that patients presenting with persistent
or recurring regional pain (eg spinal pain) may have coexisting pain in other areas.

E2

Healthcare professionals should recognise the challenge of shifting focus – from a
regional structural abnormality to a widespread pain condition, where the
patient’s pain may be more about how the nervous system has changed into a
sensitised state. This change can also result in a normal stimulus (eg walking) now
evoking pain.

E2

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation.

2.2 Factors involved when making a diagnosis of FMS
Receiving a diagnosis of FMS can have a major impact on patients’ lives. The following factors are
therefore relevant:

i) Who can diagnose FMS?
The responsibility for the diagnosis of FMS has moved away from the domain of a medical
subspecialist except in cases of uncertainty (see also ‘diagnostic criteria’ in Section 2.3).
Box 3: Timing and communication of the FMS diagnosis
Recommendation

Evidence

Diagnosis of FMS should be made as early as possible for those patients who meet
the diagnostic criteria.

E2

The diagnosis of FMS should be made by any clinician adequately experienced to
make this diagnosis.

E1+E2

The diagnosis should be communicated to the patient and supported by written
information, and/or links to websites etc.

E1+E2

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation; and Appendix 2 for rating of benefits, harms, costs and overall
strength of recommendations.

ii) Setting the scene
Key points in the assessment of pain in the non-specialist setting:

Acknowledge your patient’s life situation
Chronic pain is a serious reality for most patients. They may previously have encountered lack of
awareness and disbelief; unhelpful communications commonly encountered by FMS patients are
summarised in Box 10c. Patients want reassurance that healthcare professionals are listening and
understanding the breadth and relevance of their symptoms in a non-judgemental fashion.30

Allow sufficient time
The complex symptoms of FMS may take more time than is available at a first appointment. In some
settings, eg primary care, arranging a longer (or double) appointment or an agreed series of
appointments with specific goals may be appropriate. In other settings, new referrals with the lead

© Royal College of Physicians 2022
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symptom of chronic pain may routinely be given adequate time.§§ If there is no possibility to allow
sufficient time for a diagnostic consultation, onward referral to a facility or clinic where this is
possible will be necessary; the rationale for such referral should be explained.

Allow an in-person appointment (face-to-face is best)
Ideally, FMS should be diagnosed in a face-to-face consultation. Remote consultations may be
appropriate.*** Important cues and information could be missed in audio-only consultations.
FMS should not be diagnosed solely using patient self-completed diagnostic forms (eg ACR
diagnostic criteria self-completed).

Communication with patients
Examples of helpful and unhelpful communication phrases are provided in Box 10.
Box 4: Setting the scene when making the FMS diagnosis
Recommendation
Acknowledge the patient’s life situation
Allow sufficient time

Evidence
E2
E1+E2

Arrange additional appointments or refer where needed, and explain the
arrangement

E2

Allow for a face-to-face diagnostic consultation if possible

E2

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation; see Appendix 2 for rating of benefits, harms, costs and overall
strength of recommendations.

iii) Appreciate symptom fluctuation
The degree of widespread pain and other symptoms associated with FMS is a continuum,31 which is
thought to relate to the degree of abnormal nervous system sensitisation. This continuum is best
ranked using the ACR 2016 score (see Section 2.3 Diagnosing fibromyalgia syndrome).25 Above
threshold count qualifies for FMS diagnosis (Figs 3 and 4); however, lower counts can still indicate
abnormal nervous system sensitisation.

Fig 3. The trigger threshold for diagnosing fibromyalgia syndrome
§§ Cognitive symptoms and stress of getting to and from the appointment can compromise how patients present
information, so that use of a 7–10 day diary where patients enter their symptoms may support high-quality assessment.
*** Guidance for arrangements during the COVID-19 pandemic is available from the RCGP website
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The FMS diagnostic threshold is determined by the ACR 2016 count (Fig 3). As symptoms can vary
over time, patients who have a count just below the threshold may cross the FMS diagnostic
threshold at times of symptom flares. The position of the dotted line is arbitrary but crossing the
diagnostic threshold during pain flares becomes less likely with lower ACR counts.
Patients’ symptoms may fluctuate between above and below threshold counts. Furthermore, the
distribution of pain and other symptoms can change from day to day, even with stable counts.
Patients can be puzzled and worried about their fluctuating symptoms. An open and clear discussion
should take place to explain that fluctuating symptoms are typical for persistent pain conditions.
Most patients scoring below but close to the threshold will qualify for the alternative diagnosis of
chronic widespread pain (CWP).32 Details of CWP are outside the scope of this document. While
there is ongoing debate about CWP criteria, pragmatically, patients would have pain in at least three
body quadrants (quadrants are upper-lower/left-right) and additionally ‘axial pain’ (either in the
neck, back, chest or abdomen).2

iv) When a diagnosis is not certain
 Reasons for diagnostic uncertainty may include:
— symptoms just below the ACR diagnostic threshold; interpretation in the context of
fluctuating symptoms can be challenging as there may be reports of ‘above ACR diagnostic
threshold’ symptoms from recent assessments that are not present when the current
assessment is made (see also Fig 3).
— multiple health conditions (eg inflammatory conditions or depression) that may have an
independent impact on the ACR widespread pain index or symptom severity score. In these
cases, it is worth considering whether the coexisting condition(s) require optimisation for a
more informed interpretation of FMS diagnostic symptoms (see Section 2.4).
 Frequently symptoms evolve and it is appropriate to share any diagnostic dilemma with the
patient, formulate a working diagnosis and apply a ‘watchful waiting’ strategy.33
 ‘Safety netting’ may be employed, which describes sharing important clinical symptoms or signs
with the patient that may indicate alternate significant diagnoses.
 Although a diagnosis of chronic widespread pain (CWP) is possible when widespread symptoms
are below the ACR diagnostic threshold (Fig 3), in light of the fluctuating nature of both FMS and
CWP, provision for reassessment should be made. Some patients may find the diagnosis of CWP
less specific than the diagnosis of FMS, potentially causing frustration.
 Sensitisation does not have temporal linearity, ie there is no evidence that sub-threshold
symptoms will always progress to an FMS diagnosis.1
 Diagnostic uncertainty should not preclude agreeing a shared plan using the best evidence for
the management of chronic widespread pain and any associated symptoms (see FMS
management).
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2.3 Diagnosing fibromyalgia syndrome
This section aims to support correct diagnosis. In consultation, patients may feel that they are fully
being listened to for the first time. The diagnostic consultation can therefore have a therapeutic
effect, which should not be underestimated.
Box 5: Use of the ACR checklist
Recommendation

Evidence

Diagnosing FMS should not become a tick-box exercise – the scoring tool
provided in this section (Fig 4) should be used to ensure the validity of the FMS
diagnosis34, as an adjunct supporting the clinician’s consultation.23,24,26,27,34

E1+E2, RA

A diagnosis of FMS should not be made on self-completion of ACR criteria
without a clinician present (either face-to-face or remotely) to provide
reassurance and consider possible alternatives23,25,27

E1+E2, RA

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation.

Diagnostic criteria
Over the past 30 years, various iterations of FMS diagnostic criteria have been developed. The
consensus of the GDG is that the best evidence-based guideline is the American College of
Rheumatologists (ACR) 2016 diagnostic criteria (see Fig 4, and Appendix 3 for a systematic review of
alternative criteria).25
These criteria rely upon the presence of pain within body regions (WPI – widespread pain index,
maximal score = 19) taken together with an evaluation of associated symptoms (SSS – symptom
severity scale: fatigue, concentration, refreshment from rest, overall symptomatology – maximal
score = 12). These factors are combined in a formula to aid in the diagnosis of FMS at time of
assessment.
To make a diagnosis using the ACR 2016 criteria the following need to be present (Fig 4):
1 Widespread pain index (WPI) ≥7 and symptom severity scale (SSS) score ≥5 OR WPI 4–6 and SSS
score ≥9.
2 Generalised pain, defined as pain in at least 4 of the 5 body regions, is present (definition of
body regions, see Fig 4).
3 Symptoms have been present at a similar level for at least 3 months.
Patients with symptoms just below this threshold may be diagnosed with FMS if the above threshold
symptoms are documented from a recent assessment (see iv) When a diagnosis is not certain in
Section 2.2).
Independently, if a patient presents with an established diagnosis of fibromyalgia, it is the diagnostic
clinician’s role to ensure this is robust.
In case of uncertainty referral to a specialist with experience in diagnosing fibromyalgia (usually a
pain specialist or a rheumatologist) is recommended for clarification of the diagnosis (see Onward
referral in Section 2.4).
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Fig 4. Fibromyalgia syndrome diagnostic worksheet
A diagnosis requires widespread pain >3 months duration with currently either i) widespread pain index (WPI) ≥7 and
symptom severity scale (SSS) score ≥5, or ii) WPI 4–6 and SSS score ≥9, with pain in 4/5 body regions (see text).
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2.4 Considering and investigating differentials and multiple
health conditions
Healthcare professionals should be aware that:
 FMS is not a diagnosis of exclusion.
 There are no specific diagnostic tests for FMS.
 Patients with other medical conditions may additionally have FMS (this is common in
rheumatological conditions, eg rheumatoid arthritis (RA), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE),
ankylosing spondylitis).
Box 6: Validity of the FMS diagnosis when associated with other disorders
Recommendation
A diagnosis of FMS is valid irrespective of other diagnoses. A diagnosis of FMS does
not exclude the presence of other clinically important illnesses.23,24,26,27

Evidence
E2, RB

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation.

Fig 5. Considering and investigating differentials and multiple health conditions

The relationship between evident FMS symptoms and another diagnosed condition in the same
patient can be complex because FMS symptoms may:
 not typically resolve by the treatment of the other condition,35,36 an example is rheumatoid
arthritis, which is often a condition experienced alongside FMS.
 sometimes resolve with appropriate treatment for that condition, eg steroid treatment in
polymyalgia rheumatica.
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Box 7: Diagnosis, multiple health conditions and differentials
Recommendation
Diagnosing clinicians should consider conditions that may complicate the diagnosis of FMS because
they may mimic some aspects of FMS and/or be experienced alongside it:
Endocrine disease (hypothyroidism).24,27

E2

Rheumatic conditions (eg ankylosing spondylitis, SLE, RA, polymyalgia
rheumatica) 24,27

E2

Neurological disease (neuropathies, myopathies, multiple sclerosis) 24,27

E2

Drug-induced conditions (lipid-lowering drugs, aromatase inhibitors, high-dose
opioids causing opioid-induced hyperalgesia).24,27

E2

Sleep disorders such as sleep apnoea24

E2

Chronic fatigue syndrome

E1+E2

Depression
To help differentiate and/or identify other possible diagnoses, the following screening tests should
be arranged: †††
Full blood count24,27

E2

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP)
Creatine kinase (CK)

24,27

27

Liver function tests (LFT)

E2
24

Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH)24,27
Blood glucose
U&Es

E2

24

24

The following processes apply:

E2
E2
E2
E2
Evidence

Any further tests in addition to those listed above should be based on clinical
suspicion.24,27

E2

Clinicians who do not have direct access to arranging blood screening tests
(eg physiotherapists) should refer to the primary physician involved in a
patient’s care. In most cases this will be the GP.

E2

Repeating of investigations after diagnosis should be avoided unless driven by
the onset of new symptoms or signs on physical examination.27

E2

New symptoms in a patient with an established diagnosis of FMS should be
evaluated according to appropriate clinical standards, with the understanding
that FMS, as with any other illness, can be accompanied by additional,
unrelated disease.27

E2

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation; Appendix 2 for complete listing of benefits, harms, costs and overall
strength of recommendations.†††

These neurological and psychiatric conditions are sometimes considered as possible differentials by
patients or clinicians:
 Very rarely multiple sclerosis (MS) can cause generalised pain and fatigue without focal
neurological deficit. Typically, patients have focal neurological deficits as well as pain and
††† Some members of the GDG felt that vitamin B12 deficiency should be a differential diagnosis to fatigue and pain
associated with FMS.37 On balance, however, the GDG considered that more evidence is required before a
recommendation for testing can be made, and that measurement methods may also require attention.38 Vitamin D
deficiency is probably more common in patients with FMS than in the general population, but results on symptom control
following replacement therapy are conflicting and screening tests for vitamin D are not recommended.39
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fatigue. Arrangement of investigations such as MRI scan, or referral for neurological opinion is
not recommended unless there is specific suspicion or concern.
 Functional neurological disorder (FND – also termed conversion disorder) is a common cause
of neurological symptoms but is by definition not painful – further information is provided in
the glossary.40
 Somatic symptom disorder (SSD) (with predominant pain) is a psychiatric diagnosis in DSM 5 –
further information is provided in the glossary.41,‡‡‡
Symptoms of chronic fatigue syndrome/myalgic encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME) can overlap with FMS.
Details are outside the scope of this guidance. Pragmatically, where fatigue and/or excessive sleep is
the predominant patient complaint, the patient should also be assessed for CFS.42 Some patients
may fit criteria for both FMS and CFS.
Patients with hypermobile Ehlers-Danlos syndrome/hypermobility spectrum disorder (HSD) often
report widespread pain and their clinical presentation can overlap with FMS. Details are outside the
scope of this guidance and separate guidance is available.§§§
After recovery from an episode of acute infection with coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 some patients
experience symptoms similar to or resembling FMS and CFS. Details are outside the scope of this
guidance and advice is available.****

Onward referral
 In situations where symptoms and signs for FMS are unequivocal, it is not necessary to refer for
specialist opinion for confirmation of diagnosis.
 Onward referral to a specialist service for diagnostic reasons is appropriate:
— if FMS symptoms are continually equivocal
— if there is clear diagnostic uncertainty (eg complicated by inflammatory rheumatological or
neurological symptoms, see above)
— in the presence of complex multiple health conditions
— if there are symptoms that need investigating but are outside the clinician’s scope of practice
 Referral options for confirmation of a patient’s diagnosis and/or for exclusion of other diagnoses
typically include rheumatology or pain medicine services. For exclusion of neurological disease
refer to neurology services. Availability of services and typical pathways vary within the UK.

2.5 Clinical management
The management of FMS is outside the scope of this document. However, several evidence-based
resources have been published, see below (NSF typology was not applied to these references, except
those used in Box 8).
It is important to acknowledge that:15
 Any discussion regarding treatment should be a shared decision between patient and healthcare
provider.
 Clinicians offering advice should aim to do this with a knowledge of the current evidence.
 It is appropriate to offer treatments based on a working diagnosis, even in the case of diagnostic
uncertainty. However, some patients will find it challenging to accept treatment in that situation.
‡‡‡ This diagnosis requires specialist assessment (eg by a psychiatrist, psychologist or neurologist).
§§§ https://www.rcgp.org.uk/clinical-and-research/resources/toolkits/ehlers-danlos-syndromes-toolkit.aspx
**** See section 6.3 of Long Covid-19: Proposed primary care clinical guidelines Int J Environ Res Public Health 2021;18:
4350.
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 Interventions around education, self-management, and connection with support groups for nonclinical support are important; treatments may include:
− signposting to local or virtual resources
− advice on gentle rehabilitation (aerobic exercises)43
− group-based treatments in the community (eg pain-appropriate Pilates, mindfulness etc44)
− 1:1 professional treatment, eg pain-specialised physiotherapy (see also Section 2.1 on
ineffective treatments), psychology, occupational therapy45,46
− pain management programmes
− medication (considering current evidence base).20
 Upon referral to any surgical care the patient’s diagnosis of FMS should be included in the
referral. Patients with FMS should be encouraged to share their diagnosis with the surgical team,
and importantly, with the anaesthetist prior to surgery.
Box 8: Clinical management and essential information
Recommendation

Evidence

Management of pain, including management with information, rehabilitative
methods, and connect with non-clinical support groups can reduce suffering. This
should be done in parallel to waiting for expert opinion and/or investigating
potentially relevant pathology that may be contributing to the pain.

E1+E2

Established pain medications or normal musculoskeletal physiotherapy are often not
effective or can even cause harm – the patient should be advised accordingly. 15,20,27,48

E1+E2,
RA

FMS is a long-term condition, sometimes requiring planned reviews in primary
or secondary care. Thus, the primary or secondary care team should support
and facilitate the development of a therapeutic relationship. This is crucial if
expertise from both clinician and patient is to be effectively utilised in a shared
management plan.27,47

E1+E2,
RB

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation; and Appendix 2 for rating of benefits, harms, costs and overall
strength of recommendations

2.6 Diversity and FMS
Although most common in women aged 40 to 60, FMS can also affect men, young people and older
people. This guidance applies equally to all these groups.1,46
Work on how fibromyalgia and chronic pain affect different ethnicities is ongoing. Most research
into different ethnicities has taken place in the USA and involves people from African-American and
Hispanic backgrounds. There is a lack of research into how fibromyalgia affects the South-Asian
population in the UK.
Research suggests that people from ethnic minority backgrounds may be less likely to receive a
diagnosis of fibromyalgia than White individuals. Patients with FMS from ethnic minority
backgrounds may also be more affected by mood disturbances including depression, and sleep
disturbances than White patients with FMS.49
There is some evidence suggesting that there are different coping strategies and illness perceptions
between White and Black, Asian and minority ethnic populations. Average self-efficacy, fear
avoidance beliefs, locus of control and pain attitudes may also differ.50
Acculturation (assimilation to a different culture) has been shown to be strongly negatively
associated with widespread pain in a UK South Asian population; more integrated members of that
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population had lower rates of chronic pain, although not all differences with the White European
population are explained by acculturation.51
Language differences and lack of cultural awareness can contribute to poor communication between
healthcare professionals and those in pain.52 Therefore, improved awareness of how cultural
practices may contribute to the pain experience are essential and may assist health professionals in
communicating with and treating patients from ethnic minority backgrounds.52,53

Recommendations







Ask about mood – how the pain makes them ‘feel’.
Ask about beliefs about the onset of the pain.
Ask about the expectations they have from your consultation/service.
Develop some cultural awareness of the patient’s background.
If possible, provide patient information which is language and culture specific.
Be careful not to stereotype – there may be commonalities within a culture but be careful not to
generalise (especially due to acculturation).
 Use a translator to explain the meaning of words and concepts in the native language of the
patient.
 Involve family members in consultation and assessments if appropriate.
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Section 3: FMS diagnosis and perioperative
care specific to surgical practice
3.1 About this section
This section was compiled by a subgroup of the GDG which included representation from surgeons,
anaesthesiologists, patients and members of the general GDG. It was subsequently reviewed by the
whole GDG.††††
Surgical involvement in FMS diagnosis and patient care typically concerns considerations about
operative management. This surgical section addresses FMS recognition, communication and
perioperative management. More information about diagnosing FMS is provided in
Section 2.3.

3.2 FMS pain versus surgically amenable pain
FMS is a common condition. The mechanisms causing FMS pain are unknown. FMS pain is not
surgically amenable (Fig 6).
To clarify, surgically amenable pain is typically ‘nociceptive’. This means that a patient’s pain
receptors are being excited through mechanical or inflammatory stimuli which may be remedied by
surgery (Fig 6). Occasionally, surgically amenable pain may also be ‘neuropathic’, ie caused by
damage to a nerve. Surgery can sometimes improve such pain, for example through nerve
decompression.
Most chronic human pains are neither nociceptive nor neuropathic. Their mechanism is termed
nociplastic.4,54

Fig 6. Surgical treatment of chronic pain
†††† Members of the GDG subgroup: Ased Ali, Anne Begley, Debra Dulake, Marcia Glanvill, Andreas Goebel,
Nicholas Haden, Dharani Hapangama, Ann Lyons, Andy Molloy, Robert Moots, Francis O’Neill, P Julian Owen, Nick Phillips,
Manoj Sivan
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FMS-related pain is nociplastic. In nociplastic pain, the patient’s nervous system abnormally
processes painful signals; mechanisms are not understood. Good evidence exists indicating that
nociplastic pain is not caused by psychological distress.55 Nociplastic pain, however, is typically
associated with psychological distress, and in subgroups may originally be triggered by a distressing
experience.12 More detail is given in Section 1.3. Identification of FMS pain is expected to help
surgeons improve operative outcomes.
Box 9: FMS alert factors in surgical practice
Recommendation

Evidence

Surgeons should be alert to possible presence of FMS if any of the following factors
are evident:
a) Pain
 Pain out of proportion to pathology now, or in the patient’s history, either in
the currently painful- or in other body regions
 (note severe pathology does not protect from FMS)

E2

 Chronic pain in more than one location1

RC

b) Effectiveness of treatment for pain


Pain not improving with prior surgeries for this or other problems. This includes
pain recurrence both immediately – or months after surgery

E2



History of repeated surgeries for this or other painful problems

E2



Medication treatment or physiotherapy not effective or even worsening
pain20,48

E2, RC

c) Other factors
 Presence of fatigue, non-refreshing sleep, psychological distress and cognitive
decline (such as short-term memory problems or problems with thinking)25

E2, RC

 High perioperative pain, and high analgesia requirements in earlier
operations56,57,58

E2, RB

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation

Surgical alert factors for FMS
Recognition of FMS may be poor.59 Appreciation of the alert factors summarised in Box 9 may
improve recognition; for full diagnostic criteria see Section 2.3.
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3.3 Communicating with patients
Guidance on what is appropriate for a surgeon to say to their patient if their pain is not surgically
explained, and what should be written in the clinic letter when FMS is suspected is given in Box 10.
Box 10: Communication with your patient and other healthcare professionals
Recommendation

Evidence

a) What to say to your patient
 State the reason for the referral (why is the patient here)

E1+E2

 State that you can exclude the surgical cause, and explain why

E1+E2

 State that this does not mean that there is no reason for their pain

E1+E2

 If you suspect that this could be nociplastic pain, then explain this to the
patient and provide them with a nociplastic pain information leaflet (see
Appendix 4)

E1+E2

b) What to include in the surgical clinic letter
 Mention suspected nociplastic pain or FMS within the clinic letter. This will
provide important information to other healthcare professionals
 Clarify that the specific surgical cause for their pain has been excluded.

E2
E1+E2

c) What not to say to your patient
 ‘There is no reason for your pain’

E1+E2

 ‘There is nothing wrong with you’ or ‘I can’t find anything wrong with you’

E1+E2

 ‘It is all in your head’

E1+E2

 ‘It is psychological’

E1+E2

 ‘There is nothing we can do’, without providing further information

E1+E2

 ‘There is nothing anyone can do’

E1+E2

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation

3.4 Where should surgeons refer a patient with FMS?
If nociplastic pain or FMS is suspected, then the direction of any referral after surgical assessment
will depend on the local situation, and may include back to the GP, pain clinic and others. There is a
national move toward reducing referral to rheumatology for confirmation of FMS, but in some
regions, this is still the recommended pathway.
If a surgeon suspects that their patient may fit the very rare, exceptional case of consciously
exaggerating then it is appropriate to refer to a pain clinic for further assessment and advice. The
surgeon should feel reassured that such a referral will not lead to excessive resource use, rather
referral will help diagnosis and reduce further resource use.

3.5 Operating on someone with FMS
A systematic review of the literature was ongoing at the time of publication of this guidance;
updated recommendation boxes 9–11 incorporating the results will be available online. Patients
with FMS often respond to surgical interventions differently to patients without FMS with a similar
lesion and their management may benefit from involvement of a multidisciplinary team. Factors that
will need to be considered both at consent stage and later are listed in Box 11; these factors should
also be communicated to the patient.
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It should be noted that failure to relieve pain with surgery may often only become apparent several
months after surgery, because i) surgery by itself provides a potent stimulus for the internal placebo
system, and ii) some types of anaesthetic may temporarily reduce nociplastic pain by reducing
central sensitisation.60
The true long-term effect of surgery on pain is impossible to gauge outside clinical trials because of
these three effects and the long-term effect of regression on the mean. Independently, pain increase
in the months after surgery in patients with FMS may not be due to surgery; they may also reflect a
surgery-independent FMS pain flare.
Box 11: Decision to operate, and perioperative care
Recommendation
FMS pain is not surgically amenable, but patients with FMS may be scheduled for
surgical management of chronic pain attributed to a regional lesion or change, such as
osteoarthritis. If relief from regional chronic pain is the primary indication for surgery
in a patient with FMS (particularly for repeated interventions), then the decision to
operate should generally be discussed by the multidisciplinary team which may involve
a pain specialist, anaesthetist, pain-physiotherapist and pain psychologist as
appropriate.

Evidence
E1+E2

The following recommendations are valid both where surgery aims to primarily relieve regional
pain, and also where surgery is planned for other reasons
The following risks should be discussed with the patient:
 Risk of failure to relieve pain is likely higher in FMS than in patients without FMS,
and the degree of risk may be associated with the severity of FMS61,62,63

RB

 Risk of pain increase, including permanent pain increase, as the result of surgical
trauma to the already-sensitised nerves, may be higher in FMS than in patients
without FMS.

E2

The following factors regarding perioperative care and discharge planning should be discussed
within the perioperative care team, including recovery nurses and anaesthetists:
 Long-term pain medications should typically be continued through the
perioperative period. Where the appropriateness of continuation of long-term pain
medications is unclear a pain specialist should be involved in decision making.

E2

 In common with patients experiencing other chronic pain conditions, FMS patients
often have higher and prolonged perioperative drug requirements to treat
nociceptive pain, and despite this they often experience higher than average
postoperative pain, although this does not occur in every patient with FMS.56,57,58
Failure to communicate this can lead to patients experiencing increased pain and
from a sense of not being believed.

E2, RB

 Those involved in perioperative care planning for a patient with FMS should
consider whether involvement of a pain specialist may facilitate successful
negotiation of the perioperative management plan with the patient. This will not
be required in all cases.

E2



Patients may experience increased fatigue/less strength in the perioperative
period, potentially leading to longer stays in hospital.

E1+E2



A clear pathway should be outlined to reduce postoperative opioids back to
baseline level (none or low doses) as appropriate.

E2

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation; Appendix 2 for rating of benefits, harms, costs and overall strength
of recommendations
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3.6 Patients without a formal diagnosis of FMS
Surgeons should be aware that patients who have some features of FMS – even if these do not
trigger a formal diagnosis of FMS – may achieve poorer pain relief from surgery.31,64
Patients with mostly regional pain such as from painful knee osteoarthritis, without or with only few
additional chronic pains may have symptoms akin to FMS such as fatigue, hypersensitivity to
touch/pressure/optic or olfactory stimuli, poor sleep, poor memory, psychological distress, without
fulfilling the criteria for FMS23 (see also the footnote on symptoms on p16). The causes for these
symptoms are unknown and they are not considered psychological, although many patients present
with psychological distress.
The degree of such symptoms (intensity and number) is thought to relate to the degree of nervous
system sensitisation; it can be measured with the ACR 2016‡‡‡‡ symptom severity score (see Fig 4:
symptom severity index). A continuous composite score (Fig 3) can be derived from both the degree
of these non-painful symptoms and the number of painful body sites (Fig 4: calculating the WPI
score).64
Above a certain threshold, most patients with high scores will meet the criteria for FMS, but
research indicates that even below that threshold surgical outcomes may be affected: as a group,
patients with high scores are likely to be at risk for reduced pain improvement after surgery.61
Conversely, the response to surgery among patients with high sensitisation scores is diverse and
many patients may have good outcomes. Six months after knee or hip replacement surgery, twothirds of patients who preoperatively had high sensitisation scores, but not FMS, reported not only
improvement in regional pain but also a reduction of generalised symptoms such as fatigue and poor
sleep;65 this suggests that regionally painful osteoarthritis may sustain more generalised symptoms
in some patients. This is balanced, though, by the outcome in the remaining one-third of patients,
who had either no improvement or even reported pain increases following their operation.
As yet, no reliable tool exists to predict good/poor responders within the group of patients with
mostly regional pain and high sensitisation scores. In patients with osteoarthritis of the knee, pain at
truly remote sites (such as neck, shoulder and arms) rather than nearby sites (such as buttocks and
lower back) may be one such predictor, but more research is needed.65

‡‡‡‡

Other tools are also available.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Details of methodology
The Guideline Development Group (GDG) used a previously developed methodology for a pragmatic
evaluation of evidence base and consensus, with minor adaptations and permission from the
developers.66 A ‘top-down’ approach was employed in which i) the recommendations were drawn
up by consensus based on professional experience and expert knowledge of the literature. ii)
Literature searches were then conducted by GDG members to assemble the strongest available
literature.
For the assimilation of evidence, we used the typology of evidence that was developed for the UK
National Service Framework for Long Term Conditions.3
For the overall strength of recommendations, we used a simplified GRADE66,67 approach, based on
the overall evidence (including research and expert opinion) and three of the 11 questions used in
the full GRADE system: These were:
a) Benefits: Is there important uncertainty about how much guideline users value the

recommendation?
b) Harms: Are the desirable effects large, relative to any undesirable effects?
c) Costs: Is the incremental cost small relative to the net benefits?

Process of application
There were three steps to the process
Identification and agreement of the key recommendations in the FMS guidance
Assimilation of the best-quality evidence to underpin the recommendation using the NSF
typology
Grading the strength of the recommendation by consensus of the group, based on the three
questions above

1
2
3

Separately, support for key recommendations in existing international guidance publications was
indicated by citation of the respective international guidance document(s).
Step 1: was done by the whole GDG. The whole GDG submitted best quality evidence, which was
then assimilated (second part of Step 2) using NSF typology, and graded (Step 3) by a subgroup of
five GDG group members with prior expertise in this method or after training.
Step 2: valuation of the best quality evidence using the NSF typology
Each piece of evidence is reviewed and given an E rating and an R rating, if possible.
 E: reflects user /carer/ professional opinion
 R: reflects research-based evidence.
Expert evidence (E) is expressed through consultation or consensus processes rather than formal
research designs and is classified as follows:
E1
E2

User and/or carer opinion
Professional or other stakeholder opinion

Research evidence (R) is categorised for each piece of evidence on three levels: a) Design, b) Quality
and c) Applicability, by two or more evidence reviewers.
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a) Design

Primary research-based evidence
P1
Primary research using quantitative approaches
P2
Primary research using qualitative approaches
P3
Primary research using mixed methods (qualitative and quantitative)
Secondary research-based evidence
S1
Meta-analysis of existing data analysis
S2
Secondary analysis of existing data.
Review-based evidence
R1
Systematic reviews of existing research;
R2
Descriptive or summary reviews of existing research
b) Quality assessment: based on five simple questions

Each quality item is scored as follows: 2 = Yes, 1 = In part, 0 = No
Score
Are the research question/aims and design clearly stated?
Is the research design appropriate for the aims and objectives of the research?
Are the methods clearly described?
Is the data adequate to support the authors’ interpretations/ conclusions?
Are the results generalisable?
Total

10

c) Applicability to the recommendation




Direct – ie evidence from the same population/condition
Indirect – ie extrapolated evidence from a different population/condition

Thus, a high-quality cohort study might be assigned P1 High direct, and moderate quality narrative
review in a related field might be assigned R1 Medium indirect.

Assimilation of research evidence
A single grade of recommendation was derived from the above evaluations:
Research grade A (RA):
 More than one study of high-quality score (7/10) and
 At least one of these has direct applicability
Research grade B (RB):
 One high-quality study or
 More than one medium quality study (4-6/10) and
 At least one of these has direct applicability
or
 More than one study of high-quality score (7/10) of indirect applicability
Research grade C (RC):
 One medium-quality study (4–6/10) or
 Lower quality (2–3/10) studies or
 Indirect studies only
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In summary
Each evidence-based statement was given the following ratings according to the strength of
supporting evidence:
 Expert: E1 and/or E2 (if applicable)
 Research: RA, RB or RC – if there is research-based evidence to support it
For example:
A diagnosis of FMS should not be made on self-completion of ACR criteria without a clinician present
(either face-to-face or remotely) to provide reassurance and consider possible alternatives (E1+E2, RA).
Step 3: Having assimilated the evidence to support each statement, where appropriate the
consensus process to determine the overall strength of the recommendation was applied as
summarised below. This step was applied to recommendation Boxes 3, 4, 7 and 12; results are
provided in Appendix 2
Evidence

Benefits

What is the level of
evidence for the benefits
of this approach?*
1. Is there important
uncertainty about
how much people
value the
recommendation?**

Harms

2. Are the desirable
effects large, relative
to the undesirable
effects?**

Costs

3. Is the incremental
cost small relative to
the net benefits?**

Overall strength of the
recommendation






















Descriptive
User/professional opinion only: (E1/E2) *
+/- Research grade A, B, or C
Important uncertainty or variability
Possibly important uncertainty or variability
Probably no important uncertainty of variability
No important uncertainty of variability
No known undesirable
No
Probably not
Uncertain
Probably yes
Yes
Varies
No
Probably not
Uncertain
Probably yes
Yes
Varies
Strong
Moderate
Weak

* Rated according to NSF typology ** Extracted from the GRADE process
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Appendix 2: Benefits, harms, costs, analysis, and overall
strength of recommendations
Box 3: Timing and communication of the FMS diagnosis
Recommendation

Evidence Benefits

Harms

Costs

Overall strength
recommendation

Diagnosis of FMS should be
made as early as possible for
those patients who meet the
diagnostic criteria.

E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Probably Strong
yes

The diagnosis of FMS should
be made by any clinician
adequately experienced to
make this diagnosis.

E1, E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

The diagnosis should be
communicated to the patient
and supported by written
information, and/or links to
websites etc.

E1, E2

Probably no
important
uncertainty

Probably Probably Moderate to
yes
yes
Strong

Strong

Box 4: Setting the scene when making the FMS diagnosis
Recommendation

Evidence Benefits

Harms

Costs

Overall strength
recommendation

Acknowledge the patient’s
life situation

E2

No known
undesirables

Yes

Yes

Strong

Allow sufficient time

E1, E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Probably Strong
yes

Where needed arrange
additional appointments or
refer, explain the
arrangement

E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Variable

Moderate to
strong

Allow for a face-to-face
diagnostic consultation if
possible

E2

Probably no
important
uncertainty

Probably
yes

Variable

Moderate to
Strong

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation.
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Box 7: Diagnosis, multiple health conditions and differentials
Recommendation
EvidBenefits
Harms
ence
(little)

Costs
(small)

Overall strength
recommendation

Diagnosing clinicians should consider conditions that may complicate the diagnosis of FMS, because
they may mimic some aspects of FMS and/or coexist:
Endocrine disease
(hypothyroidism)24,27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Rheumatic conditions (eg early
inflammatory arthritis, polymyalgia
rheumatica)24,27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Neurological disease (neuropathies,
myopathies, multiple sclerosis)24,27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Drug-induced conditions (lipidlowering drugs, aromatase
inhibitors, high-dose opioids causing
opioid-induced hyperalgesia)24,27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Sleep disorders, such as sleep
apnoea24

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Chronic fatigue syndrome

E1, E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

To help differentiate and/or identify other possible diagnoses, the following screening tests should
be arranged:
Blood tests
Full blood count24,27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)
and C-reactive protein (CRP)24,27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Creatine kinase (CK)27

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Liver function tests (LFT)24

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH)

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

Blood glucose24

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

U&Es24

E2

No known
undesirable

Yes

Yes

Strong

24,27

The following processes apply:

Evidence

Any further tests in addition to those listed above should be based on clinical
suspicion.24,27

E2

Clinicians who do not have direct access to arranging blood screening tests (eg
physiotherapists) should refer to the primary physician involved in a patient’s care. In
most cases this will be the GP.

E2

Repeating of investigations after diagnosis should be avoided unless driven by the onset
of new symptoms or signs on physical examination.27

E2

New symptoms in a patient with an established diagnosis of FMS should be evaluated
according to appropriate clinical standards, with the understanding that FMS, as with any
other illness, can be accompanied by additional, unrelated disease.27

E2
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Box 8: Clinical management and essential information
Recommendation
EvidBenefits
ence

Low
risk of
harm?

Low cost

Overall
strength

Management of pain can reduce
suffering. This should be done in
parallel to waiting for expert opinion
and/or investigating potentially
relevant pathology that may be
contributing to the pain.

E1+E2

No important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

Strong

Unfortunately, established pain
medications are often not effective
or can even cause harm – the patient
should be advised
accordingly.15,27,47,48

E1+E2,
RB

No important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

Strong

FMS is a long-term condition,
sometimes requiring regular reviews
in primary care. Thus, the primary
care team should invest time in
building an empathic, therapeutic
relationship. This is crucial if
expertise from both clinician and
patient is to be effectively used in a
shared management plan.27,47

E1+E2,
RB

No important
undesirables

Yes

Probably
yes

Strong

See Appendix 1 for description of evidence evaluation.
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Box 11: Decision to operate, and perioperative care
Recommendation

Evidence

Benefits

Harm

Costs

Overall strength

Comments*

FMS pain is not surgically amenable, but patients with
FMS may be scheduled for surgical management of
chronic pain attributed to a regional lesion or change,
such as osteoarthritis. If relief from regional chronic pain
is the primary indication for surgery in a patient with
FMS (particularly for repeated interventions), then the
decision to operate should generally be discussed within
a multidisciplinary team which may involve pain
specialist, anaesthetist, pain-physiotherapist and painpsychologist as appropriate.

E1/E2

No
important
uncertainty

Probably
yes*

Probably yes

Strong

Dependent on any
excessive delay with
MDT

The following recommendations are valid both where surgery aims to primarily relieve regional pain, and also where surgery is planned for other reasons
The following risks should be discussed with the patient:
Risk of failure to relieve pain is likely higher in FMS than
in patients without FMS, and the degree of risk may be
associated with the severity of FMS48,51,3

RB

No
important
uncertainty

Probably
yes*

Yes

Strong

Risk of pain increase, including permanent pain
increase, as result of surgical trauma to the alreadysensitised nerves, may be higher in FMS than in patients
without FMS.

E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

Strong

Placebo effects
possibly reduced

The following factors regarding perioperative case and discharge planning should be discussed within the perioperative care team, including recovery nurses and
anaesthetists:
Long-term pain medications should typically be
continued through the perioperative period. Where the
appropriateness of continuation of long-term pain
medications is unclear a pain specialist should be
involved in decision making.

E2

In common with patients suffering from other types of
chronic pain conditions, FMS patients often have higher
and prolonged perioperative drug requirements to treat
nociceptive pain and, despite this, they often experience
higher than average postoperative pain, although this
does not occur in every patient with FMS.56,57,58 Failure
to communicate this can lead to patients suffering from
increased pain and from a sense of not being believed.

E2, RB
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No
important
uncertainty
No
important
uncertainty

Probably
yes

Probably
yes*

Yes

Strong

Yes

Strong

Postoperative
complications might
be wrongly attributed
to FMS
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Recommendation

Evidence

Benefits

Harm

Costs

Overall strength

Those involved in perioperative care planning for a
patient with FMS should consider whether involvement
of a pain specialist may facilitate successful negotiation
of the perioperative management plan with the patient.
This will not be required in all cases.

E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

Strong

Patients may experience increased fatigue/less strength
in the perioperative period, potentially leading to longer
stays in hospital

E1/E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

Strong

A clear pathway should be outlined to reduce
postoperative opioids back to baseline level (none or
low doses) as appropriate.

E2

No
important
uncertainty

Yes

Yes

Strong
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Appendix 3: Systematic review of diagnostic criteria in
fibromyalgia
Search strategy
An electronic literature systematic review was performed to identify the current and historical
methods of diagnosing fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS). The primary outcome was to find diagnostic
criteria for FMS. The secondary outcome was to identify screening tools used currently or previously.
Databases interrogated were: MEDLINE (via OVID), EMBASE (via Scopus), PubMed, Web of Science,
ScienceDirect and CINAHL. The searches were limited to the English language from inception and
conducted in December 2020.
Search terms were developed iteratively and included the following:
“(Diagnostic criteria)
AND
(fibromyalgia OR fibromyositis OR fibrositis OR muscular rheumatism)”
All the search results were combined using Endnote (X9) and duplicates were removed. Reference
lists of the primary and secondary literature were manually browsed to identify any additional
studies.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Papers were included that: (a) first described a means of diagnosing fibromyalgia, (b) or first
described a means of screening fibromyalgia and (c) were reported as full-text publications or book
chapters. Studies were excluded if they: (a) were not in humans, (b) were not in adults aged >18
years, (c) were not reported in English. There were no publication cut-off dates to capture all
relevant literature. Study populations of non-English speaking countries were also included provided
the article text was in English.
All article titles and abstracts were then screened. Articles meeting the inclusion criteria were
selected for full-text analysis. Articles that mentioned a screening technique or diagnostic method
for FMS were analysed to identify the reference originally describing the methodological technique
or process. Irrelevant articles were removed following screening and a shortlist of articles was
compiled for full-text analysis.

Data extraction
The article first author/tool name, date of publication, diagnosis/screening methodology and the
documented sensitivity and specificity were extracted.

Analysis
The results are presented in a table ordered by date of publication. There were 2,085 hits in total
from MEDLINE (via OVID) [337], EMBASE (via Scopus) [21], PubMed [1,384], Web of Science [63],
Science Direct [123] and CINAHL [158]. When combined and duplicates removed there were 1,538
hits. Twenty-five articles were excluded at this stage for non-English text, 21 were excluded for
studying a paediatric population. There were 1,492 article titles and abstracts screened initially,
yielding 13 for full-text analysis. Another six articles were added to this number following analysis of
the primary hits’ content and references.

Results
The results of the systematic review are given in the table below.
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Criteria

Assessor
test type

Year

Sensitivity
and
specificity

Method of diagnosis or screening

Traut68

Physician

1968

NA

‘Muscular fibrositis’ or ‘non-articular rheumatism’ consists of generalised
pain, tiredness, sleep disorders, and palpation pain in trigger areas,
including the soft tissues of the neck, shoulder, elbow, carpal tunnel,
palms and lower back area

Smythe69

Physician

1972

NA

A diagnosis is made with:


DIAGNOSTIC
Smythe and
Moldosky70

Physician

1977

NA

Local tenderness, stiffness and fatigue in the absence of abnormal
laboratory tests results

A diagnosis is made if the following conditions are met:

a) Unrefreshed sleep, fatigue, and widespread pain*
b) 12 of 14 anatomic sites be positive for tenderness

DIAGNOSTIC

*No definition or assessment methods were recommended for these
conditions.
Smythe71

Physician

1979

NA

A diagnosis is made if the following conditions are met:

1
2
3

DIAGNOSTIC

4
5

Yunus72

Physician

1981

NA

A diagnosis is made if conditions A, B & 3 of C OR A, 3 of B & 5 of C are
met

a) Generalised aches and pains or stiffness, at three anatomic sites, for 3

DIAGNOSTIC

months and absence of secondary causes, eg traumatic, rheumatic
(including degenerative), infective, endocrine or malignant; with
normal laboratory tests (CRP, ESR, rheumatoid factor, ANA, muscle
enzymes) and roentgenograms
b) Major criteria: Presence of at least five typical and consistent tender
points
c) Minor criteria: Modulation of symptoms by physical activity, (B)
modulation of symptoms by weather factors, (C) aggravation of
symptoms by anxiety or stress, (D) poor sleep, (E) general fatigue or
tiredness, (F) anxiety, (G) chronic headache, (H) irritable bowel
syndrome, (I) subjective swelling, and (J) numbness

American
Physician
College of
Rheumatology
DIAGNOSTIC
Diagnostic
Criteria
(1990)73

1990

London
fibromyalgia
screening
questionnaire
(LFESSQ)74

1999

Physician

Widespread aching of more than three months duration
Local tenderness at 12 of 14 specified sites
Skin-roll tenderness over the upper scapular region (upper border of
the trapezius)
Disturbed sleep, with morning fatigue and stiffness
Normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate, serum glutamic oxaloacetic
transaminase, rheumatoid factor test, antinuclear factor, muscle
enzymes and sacroiliac films

Sensitivity
88.4%

A diagnosis is made if conditions A and B are met:

Specificity
81.1%.

b) Pain in 11 of 18 tender point sites on digital palpation (4 kg):

NA

A positive screen for FMS is made in one of the two following ways: (a)
meeting the pain criteria alone (LFESSQ-4), or (b) meeting both the pain
and the fatigue criteria (LFESSQ-6)

a) History of widespread pain: Pain on right and left and above and
below the waist and axial skeleton for 3 months

SCREENING

(Occiput, bilateral; low cervical, bilateral; trapezius, bilateral;
supraspinatus, bilateral; second rib, bilateral; lateral epicondyle,
bilateral; gluteal, bilateral; greater trochanter, bilateral knee, bilateral)

Pain criteria
In the past 3 months:

1
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Have you had pain in muscles, bones, or joints, lasting at least 1 week?
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2
3
4

Have you had pain in your shoulders, arms, or hands? On which side?
Right, left, or both?
Have you had pain in your legs or feet? On which side? Right, left, or
both?
Have you had pain in your neck, chest or back?

Meeting the pain criteria requires “yes” responses to all 4 pain items, and
either (1) both a right- and left-side positive response, or (2) a both sides
positive response.
Fatigue criteria

1
2

Over the past 3 months, do you often felt tired or fatigued?
Does tiredness or fatigue significantly limit your activities?

Screening positive for chronic, debilitating fatigue requires a ‘yes’ response
to both fatigue items.
American
College of
Rheumatology
Diagnostic
Criteria
(2010)23

Physician

2010

NA

A diagnosis is made with A & B & C

a) Widespread pain index (WPI) 7 and symptom severity (SS) scale score
5 or WPI 3–6 and SS scale score 9

DIAGNOSTIC

b) Symptoms have been present at a similar level for at least 3 months
c) The patient does not have a disorder that would otherwise explain the
pain
WPI:
№ of areas pain felt in last week of: right shoulder girdle, left shoulder
girdle, right upper arm, left upper arm, right lower arm, left lower arm,
right hip, left hip, right upper leg, left, upper leg, right lower leg, left lower
leg, right jaw, left jaw, chest, abdomen, upper back, lower back, neck.
Score out of 19.
SS:
Sum of severity of fatigue, waking unrefreshed, cognitive symptoms &
severity of somatic symptoms*. Out of 12. (Severity is scored: 0 = no
problem, 1 = mild problems, 2 = moderate problems, 3 = severe problems).
*Based on the number of symptoms, patients are included in one of four
score ranges: 0 symptoms (score of 0), 1 to 10 symptoms, (score of 1), 11 to
24 symptoms (score of 2), and 25 or more symptoms (score of 3).

Fibromyalgia
rapid
screening tool
FiRST75

Patient

2010

Sensitivity
90.5%

SCREENING
Specificity
85.7%

The screen is positive for FMS with 5/6 of the following sentiments:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Association of
the Medical
Scientific
Societies in
Germany
(AWMF)
criteria76

Physician

2010

NA

A diagnosis is made if the following conditions are met:

1
DIAGNOSTIC
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‘I have pain all over my body’
‘My pain is accompanied by a continuous and very unpleasant general
fatigue’
‘My pain feels like burns, electric shocks or cramps’
‘My pain is accompanied by other unusual sensations throughout my
body, such as pins and needles, tingling or numbness’
‘My pain is accompanied by other health problems such as digestive
problems, urinary problems, headaches or restless legs’
‘My pain has a significant impact on my life, particularly on my sleep
and my ability to concentrate, making me feel slower generally’

2

Widespread pain assessed by medical history and/or pain drawing
including
a) Axial pain and
b) Pain in all four extremities
The report of sleep disturbances and fatigue and feeling of swelling or
stiffness of the hands or feet or face in the past 3 months with a score
scale 1/10 on a numeric rating scale
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REVISIONS to
American
College of
Rheumatology
Diagnostic
Criteria
(2010)77

Physician

2011

DIAGNOSTIC

Sensitivity
96.6%

A diagnosis is made if conditions A, B & C are met (as with 2010):

Specificity
91.8%

b) Symptoms have been present at a similar level for at least 3 months
c) The patient does not have a disorder that would otherwise explain the

a) Widespread pain index (WPI) 7 and symptom severity (SS) scale score
5 or WPI 3–6 and SS scale score 9

pain
The modification consisted of substituting the physician’s estimate of the
extent of somatic symptoms with the sum score of three specific selfreported symptoms (0-3).

a) Headaches
b) Pain or cramps in the lower abdomen
c) Depression symptoms (including depressive symptoms, feelings of
depression, or depressed mood) *
* Depression in this context does not indicate a psychiatric diagnosis of
depression
Fibromyalgia
Diagnostic
Screen
Physician
Assessment78

Physician

Fibrodetect79

Physician

2012

Sensitivity
68%

The screen is positive for FMS with 5/5 of the following:

Specificity
69%

2
3
4
5

Sensitivity
90%

The screen is positive for FMS with 6/9 of the
following:

1

SCREENING

2014

At least mild pain in at least 1 site within at least 3 out of 5 areas of
the body
Duration of pain 3 months or longer
Pain gets worse with physical activity or exercise
Sum of 8 or more in symptom severity
At least 2 out of 8 positive tender points

(A body map is given to mark. A point is given for
each of the following answers)

SCREENING
Specificity of
67%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
•

At least one body part of upper body ticked
(head, neck, shoulders)
At least one body part of upper limb ticked
(right and left arms)
At least one body part of lower limb ticked (right and left legs)
Frequency of the pain: ‘Every day or almost every day’
At least 3 kinds of pain ticked *
Frequency of tiredness: ‘Every day’
Impact of physical effort on tiredness: ‘Much more tired’
At least 7 symptoms ticked **
Extent to which patients recognise themselves in the questions being
asked: ‘Absolutely’
Among 8 kinds of pain: muscle aches, cramps, pins and needles,
stabbing, shooting pain, burning, pulling and pain that moves from one
place to another.

** Among 17 symptoms: stiffness, headaches, tiredness, tiredness on
waking up, exhaustion, insomnia, disrupted or disturbed sleep, sensitive
to cold or heat, sensitive to smells, sensitive to noise, sensitive to touch,
problems remembering things, problems concentrating, nausea,
diarrhoea, constipation and problems with urination.
American
Rheumatology
Association
Diagnostic
Criteria
(2016)25

Physician

2016

NA

A diagnosis is made if conditions A, B, C & D are met:

a) Widespread pain index (WPI) ≥7 and symptom severity (SS) scale
DIAGNOSTIC
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score ≥5 or

b) Widespread pain index (WPI) 4-6 and symptom severity (SS) scale
score ≥9
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c) Generalised pain: Pain must be present in at least 4 of 5 regions.
Jaw, chest, and abdominal pain are not included in generalised pain
definition
d) Symptoms have been generally for at least 3 months
A diagnosis of fibromyalgia is valid irrespective of other diagnoses. A
diagnosis of fibromyalgia does not exclude the presence of other clinically
important illnesses.
WPI (№ areas in which the patient has had pain over the last week)
Score out of 19

1
2
3
4
5

Region 1: Left upper region
Jaw, left* / Shoulder girdle, left / Upper arm, left / Lower arm, left
Region 2: Right upper region
Jaw, right* / Shoulder girdle, right / Upper arm, right / Lower arm,
right
Region 3: Left lower region
Hip (buttock, trochanter), left / Upper leg, left / Lower leg, left
Region 4: Right lower region
Hip (buttock, trochanter), right / Upper leg, right / Lower leg, right
Region 5: Axial region
Neck / Upper back / Lower back / Chest* / Abdomen*

* Not included in generalised pain definition
The fibromyalgia severity (FS) scale is the sum of the WPI and the SS scale
Jones et al.80

Physician

2017

Sensitivity
64%

The screen is positive for FMS with both A & B:

Specificity
86%

b) Pain is elicited by pinching the Achilles tendon with approximately

AAPT
criteria24

Physician

a) The patient confirms that they ‘have a persistent deep aching over
most of my body’.

SCREENING

2019

4 kg/pressure over 4 seconds.
A diagnosis is made if Dimension 1 criteria are met:
Dimension 1: Core Diagnostic Criteria

DIAGNOSTIC

a) Multisite pain (MSP) defined as 6 or more pain sites from a total of 9
possible sites (see Fig .1)

b) Moderate to severe sleep problems OR fatigue
c) MSP plus fatigue or sleep problems must have
been present for at least 3 months
Dimension 2: Common features

a)
b)
c)
d)

Tenderness
Dyscognition
Musculoskeletal stiffness
Environmental sensitivity or hypervigilance

The presence of another pain disorder or related symptoms does not rule
out a diagnosis of FMS. However, a clinical assessment is recommended to
evaluate for any condition that could fully account for the patient’s
symptoms or contribute to the severity of the symptoms.
The ABC
fibromyalgia
indicators81

Physician

2019

Sensitivity
88.3%

A diagnosis may be made if all three indicators are present:

Sensitivity
62.3%

b) Indicator B: Bilateral, multilocular, axial-symmetric pain distribution

pressure algometry),

DIAGNOSITC
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a) Indicator A: Algesia (hyperalgesia operationalised through pain
pattern (operationalised through pain drawings or clinical
examination), and
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c) Indicator C: Chronic distress symptoms (operationalised through
standardised questionnaires or SSS 2011)
Clinical examination and serological or radiological screens for the
verification/exclusion of lesion-based or inflammatory components of
coexisting conditions (according to rheumatology standards).
Modified
Patient
Fibromyalgia
Assessment
SCREENING
Status (FAS
2019 modCr)82

2019

Sensitivity
84.2%
Specificity
89.0%

The screen is positive for FMS with a combined score 20 out of 39 of the
following:

1
2

Simple
Fibromyalgia
Screening
(SIFIS)83

Patient

2020

Sensitivity
89.4%

SCREENING
Specificity
77.5%.

The screen is positive for FMS with 4/6 of the following sentiments:

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Score fatigue and unrefreshing sleep during the past week on an NRS
from 0 (no problem) to 10 (severe problems). The scores are summed
with a maximum score of 20.
A regional pain scale assessing 19 areas of the body. Pain in assessed
over the past week. The number of separate pain sites are summed
from a maximum of 19 body sites (score 0–19)

‘I have a persistent deep aching over most of my body’
‘I have frequently long periods of fatigue’
‘I feel unrefreshed and tired in the morning’
‘I have frequently problems with memory or ability to concentrate on
a task’
‘My pain is accompanied by other health problems such as headaches,
abdominal pain, urinary problems, cramps and feeling of restlessness
in my legs at night’
‘I feel anxious and depressed’
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Appendix 4: Patient and clinician information sheets
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Appendix 5: Online resources
Help and support
NHS information on fibromyalgia – NHS website providing information on fibromyalgia and links to
further advice and support.
Fibromyalgia Action UK – registered charity administered primarily by unpaid volunteers, the
majority of whom have fibromyalgia syndrome. It was established in order to provide information
and support to people with FMS and their families. It maintains a list of registered support groups
that meet in person or online around the UK and has publications on FMS available to download.
Versus Arthritis – large UK charity dedicated to supporting research and providing patient
information in the field of musculoskeletal disorders and pain.
Pain Relief Foundation – UK charity dedicated to supporting research into the causes and new
treatments for chronic pain. The PRF supported the development process for these guidelines.
Flippinpain – public health campaign designed to change the way we all think about, talk about, and
treat, persistent pain. It helps improve understanding of how the brain has a key role in pain and
recovery.
Pain Toolkit – a general pain information and management resource for people with chronic pain.

Mindfulness resources
These websites offer information and education about mindfulness and provide links to meditation
exercises:
 Breathworks – managing fibromyalgia with mindfulness
 Mindfulness – finding peace in a frantic world
 Free Mindfulness Project – downloadable meditation exercises
 Be Mindful – web-based therapeutic course

Employment/education advice
 Job Centre Plus – assistance and advice on returning to the workplace by speaking to a work
coach
 Worksmart – information on disability rights in the workplace
 Disability Rights UK – a network of disability organisations providing information on getting
work, education and skills
 Access to Work – a self-referral service that provides support and adaptations in the workplace
 Turn2us – includes a free and easy-to-use benefits calculator and grants search tool
 UCAS – universities and colleges have well-developed systems and procedures for admitting
disabled students and making sure they progress in their studies.
 FMA UK publications – includes employment booklets to download

Pain education websites for patients
 www.retrainpain.org
 www.tamethebeast.org

Resource for children to understand chronic pain in someone they know
 Do you know someone whose body always hurts?
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Glossary
Autoimmune
Where the body’s immune system reacts against something that belongs to the body.

Biopsychosocial
A term used to combine ‘biological’, ‘psychological’ and ‘social’ factors when describing something.
It may be used, for example, in relation to assessing, or even thinking about a medical condition that
is influenced by each of these factors.

Chronic
In relation to pain this is a measure of the persistence of pain and not its severity. People with
fibromyalgia may have persistent pain at a low or high intensity.

Chronic primary pain
This is defined by IASP (International Association for the Study of Pain) as:
Pain in 1 or more anatomical regions that persists or recurs for longer than 3 months and is
associated with significant emotional distress or significant functional disability (interference with
activities of daily life and participation in social roles) and that cannot be better explained by
another chronic pain condition.

Chronic widespread pain
Chronic widespread pain (CWP) is characterised by long-lasting pain in multiple body regions.

Fibromyalgianess8
Is a new term used to describe the amount of or intensity of symptoms associated with fibromyalgia
syndrome or chronic widespread pain (eg ‘the amount of fibromyalgianess’).

Functional neurological disorder (FND)
FND is where the nervous system ‘software’ doesn’t function correctly, causing changes to how the
brain works, or how the body moves or feels. Its diagnostic classification covers symptoms of
i) motor dysfunction (weakness, movement disorders such as tremor and dystonia),
ii) sensory loss,
iii) episodes that resemble epileptic seizures (eg loss of awareness with limb shaking), and
iv) cognitive symptoms.
Pain is not included in current diagnostic criteria.32 Pain, however, is commonly experienced by
people with FND. There is also often overlap between FMS and FND although FMS is not an FND.
Some experts believe that pain should be part of the FND diagnosis, but currently it is not. The
FND/conversion syndrome diagnosis is based on the presence of specific symptoms and physical
signs, with tailored electrophysiological investigations sometimes added. FND can be considered as a
disorder of impaired control or access of the brain to the body that occurs in the presence of normal
will and motivation and normal structural integrity of the nervous system. Those patients with
chronic pain and FND might benefit from techniques used in treatment of chronic pain alongside
those used to treat FND.
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
fMRI is a type of MRI scan that looks at activity within the part of the body being scanned (usually
the brain) rather than the structure of it. It gives a good idea of brain activity moment-to-moment
and can show how areas of the brain change in activity depending on stimulus.

Hypersensitivity
When the level of sensitivity in an area (of the body) is more than normal.

Inflammatory
When the body’s immune system becomes active.

Nociplastic pain
Pain that arises from altered nociception (ie altered activity of that part of the nervous system which
senses harmful signals) despite no clear evidence of actual or threatened tissue damage causing the
activation of peripheral nociceptors (ie peripheral nerves that sense harmful signals) or evidence for
disease or lesion of the somatosensory system causing the pain.

Somatic symptom disorder§§§§
Where excessive thoughts, feelings and behaviours regarding physical symptoms (including pain)
result in additional disability over and above the symptoms themselves. Levels of anxiety tend to be
very high and notable time and energy is spent focusing on the physical symptoms. It is possible for
an individual to be diagnosed with both FMS and SSD. This is a diagnosis that requires careful
psychiatric expertise and familiarity with typical pain presentations, and which, where present,
would suggest the need for additional treatment. It is clearly a difficult judgement as to the degree
to which thoughts and worries might be ‘excessive’ – specific expertise is necessary but experts may
well disagree between each other when assessing this.41

§§§§

‘Somatisation’ is a term that underpinned the now-abandoned diagnostic entity of ‘somatisation disorder’, a disorder
characterised by a presumed mechanism whereby distress is experienced as a somatic symptom, such as pain,
breathlessness, or urinary urgency.
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This guideline aims to support clinicians in the
diagnosis of fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS). It is
not intended to summarise the management
of FMS or treatment pathways; other evidencebased guidelines are available to cover these
areas. However, notably where conducted well, a
consultation that leads to a diagnosis can have
therapeutic and reassuring effects which should
not be underestimated. The guideline aims to
provide succinct, relevant information for patients,
relatives/carers and clinicians about what FMS is,
and what it is not. The hope is that through better
understanding, awareness of FMS will increase,
enabling timely diagnosis and management.
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